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Radio emission from dMe flare stars has both a flaring and a quiescent 
component. When wc compare stellar radio emission with the Sun, however, 
we find that the apparent brightness temperature of the quiescent component 
often exceeds the temperature of non-thermal solar radio flares, and so it is 
likely that stellar quiescent emission also comes from non-thermal electrons. 
The duration of stellar quiescent emission is much longer tlun solar non- 
thermal emission. Obvious questions to ask arc, what is the source of the 
non-thermal electrons, where do they reside, and how can non-thermal emis
sion last so long? Here wc briefly review the observations of quiescent emis
sion, argue that the emitting regions arc small, show that such sniall regions 
can still account for the observed fluxes, and discuss the source of electrons.

1. Quiescent emission from UV Celi and EQ Peg
The first observation of flare stars at the VLA detected quiescent emission from UV Ceti 

at 6 cm, corresponding to a brightness temperature of about 108 (R/R,) 2 * * K (Gary and Linsky,
1981). The flux from this star at 6 cm has never been seen below 0.9 mJy, and the quiescent 
component varies up to 3 mJy. The quiescent flux is unpolarized and slowly varying (i.e., vari
able on a timescale of an hour or so). Quiescent flux may also be detected at 20 cm, but seems 
to be much more variable there than at 6 cm. In particular, while the ratio of 6 cm flux to 20 
cm flux is usually in excess of unity, indicating optically thick emission, there have l>ecn a 
number of occasions on which the apparent 20 cm quiescent flux exceeds the 6 cm quiescent 
flux. Since flaring is more common at 20 cm than at 6 cm, it is often difficult to decide what 
part of the observed 20 cm flux is actually quiescent.

Normally EQ Peg A is a reliable quiescent source at a level of about 0.5 mJy at 6 cm, 
corresponding to a brightness temperature of 3 108 (R/RJ'2 K. However it has shown one 
large outburst which was clearly quiescent emission at a level 20 times normal. This was dur
ing simultaneous X-ray and radio observations by Kundu cl al. (1988) on 1985 August 6. At 
the beginning of the observation EXOSAT detected the largest X-ray flare seen from this class 
of star. The VLA began observing half an hour later, and found the 6 cm flux from EQ Peg A 
to be at about 10 mJy at 6 cm. Two days earlier a brief observation showed it to l>c at 0.5 
mJy. The emission was unpolari/.ed (below 5 %) and decayed slowly for alxmt 6 hours. UV 
Cct has been observed far more frequently, but has never shown such an outburst.
2. Other quiescent sources

UV Ceti is the best observed quiescent emitter. Ticre are unfortunately no other candi
dates yet identified which arc such reliable and strong quiescent sources. Wc have compiled a 
list of some 83 M dwarves observed at the VLA, of which 27 have unambiguous detections 
(here both stars in binaries wider than 1" arc counted separately; While, Kundu and Jackson, 
1988, in preparation). The ability to decide whether a star is a quiescent source or not depends
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critically on having both long observations and sufficient flux in order to study the time varia
bility of tiie source and identify die contribution of flaring to the flux. Most of the detected 
stars have not had such long observations, and consequently wc are unable to reliably identify 
more than a few good quiescent candidates. Many of the stars could have quiescent emission at 
a level slightly below that of UV Cel and not be recognized as quiescent sources because they 
are more distant. Reliable sources of quiescent emission strong enough for detailed study arc 
IJV Cct, HQ Peg A, BY Dra, and possibly AU Mic and the northern component of AT Mic. 
We expect that many more stars will be confirmed as quiescent sources when more observa
tions have been carried out.
3. Range of brightness temperatures

Exact brightness temperatures for quiescent emission cannot be given since the sources 
are not resolved and we have no good idea of the source size. If we assume a source the size 
of the star, then UV Ceti is reliably at a brightness temperature of several times 108 K at 6 cm. 
The strongest 6 cm quiescent emission yet seen was from EQ Peg A, which reached a bright
ness temperature of 2 109 (R/RJ'2 K. Brightness temperatures of quiescent emission at 20 cm 
are often around this value, and values up to 1010 K have been claimed, although in that case 
the emission was variable and may not have been the usual form of quiescent emission 
addres.sed here (Bastian and Bookbinder, 1987). At any rate, it is clear that brightness tempera
tures are often in the range where gyrosynchrotron emission is the likely emission mechanism. 
In view of the higher brightness temperatures at 20 cm than at 6 cm, a non-thermal electron 
energy sjxretrum is implied.
4. Active region emission

The obvious interpretation of the outburst on EQ Peg is that the large flare injected ener
getic particles into loops above an active region, and these were responsible for the elevated 
levels of quiescent emission. The only problem with this is that after 6 hours of decay the 
radio emission suddenly jumped again without any sign of X-ray emission. In any case, we 
assume that the quiescent radio emission comes from non-thermal electrons trapped in loops 
above active regions on the surface.

We argue that the true size of the radio-emitting region is of the order of the active 
region size, which is smaller than a stellar radius. The argument is based on two observational 
results: the presence of strong magnetic fields covering a large fraction of the surface of these 
stars (Saar and I.insky, 1988), together with the absence of any net longitudinal magnetic field 
component above about a few per cent of the average surface field in observations of the Zee- 
man effect (e.g., see the review by Saar, 1987). This suggests that the magnetic field is present 
in a number of active regions smaller than a stellar radius, each with cancelling positive and 
negative flux regions. If the magnetic field were dominated by a single large region, then at 
least at some phase of stellar rotation wc would expect to see signs of polarization due to the 
Zeeman effect.

Since the active regions should be smaller than a stellar radius, it seems unlikely that the 
loops extend to any great height above the surface. On this basis, we do not expect that the 
radio source is several times larger than the stellar surface area, as has often appeared an 
attractive assumption since it reduces the brightness temperatures. 5
5. Analytic models for dipolar region emission

Can a relatively small active region account for the observed flux levels? To check this, 
wc have developed simple analytic models for the flux from a buried dipole (White el al., 
1988). We use the Dulk and Marsh (1982; Dulk, 1985) formulae for non-thermal gyrosyn- 
chroiron emission in the frequency range of 10 - 100 times the gyrofrcquency. In the optically 
thick limit, wc assume that the source can be approximated by a uniform brightness tempera
ture and a certain linear dimension. The latter is taken to be the height above the stellar surface 
at which the emission becomes optically thick, and the brightness temperature is taken to be 
the brightness temperature in that layer. Wc then assume dial the source area is proportional to 
lire square of the linear dimension, and use numerical integration of the Dulk and Marsh
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formulae to find the appropriate constant of proportionality. Since this model is only expected 
to give answers correct to wiiliin about a factor of 2, wc find that 2ic gives adequate results.

One way in which the model is an improvement on previous analytic work is that wc 
allow for non-uniform source regions, i.c., we assume that both the density and the magnetic 
held have power-law distributions with height above the surface, B=B() (r/r0)'n and N=N(, 
(r/r0Vn\  The lluxcs and spectra depend on the power-law indices, aiul show a greater range ol 
behaviour than the homogeneous non-flic final gyrosynchrotron models. We have treated the 
cases of monopolar (n=2) and dipolar (n=3) magnetic fields, and uniform density (m=0) and 
llux-conscrving (m=n) density models. In Table 1 wc show the frequency spectral indices in 
the optically thick region of the spectrum of a dipolar active region viewed from above, for 
several parameters: the power-law index of the electron energy distribution, 8; the density 
index m; and the magnetic field index n.

The interesting feature of this table is that the predicted optically thick spectra arc all 
much (latter than would be expected from the homogeneous formulae, which predict spectral 
indices in a narrow range near 2.7 - 2.9. Indeed, for very hard energy spectra and a slow fall- 
off of magnetic field and panicle density with height, ruuiiive spectral indices can be obtained 
in the optically thick part of the spectrum.

Similarly simple analytic models can also be developed for the optically thin limit (high 
frequencies), but these have the same spectral index as the homogeneous formulae (1.2-0.98).

Wc have carried out numerical calculations of the (lux from a dipolar region using the 
Dulk and Marsh formulae with the exact geometry of a buried dipole, both to check the ana
lytic formulae and to sec whether a single active region of small size can indeed provide 
enough flux to explain the observations. Wc find that, for a range of plausible values of the 
critical parameters 8, n, m, the surface density N(}, the surface magnetic field B(), and the scale 
size rQ of the active region, the flux depends very strongly on the value of o, but that the 
observed fluxes can be easily explained. That is, with true brightness temperatures in excess of 
109 K, one only needs a source size much smaller than the stellar surface area to explain the 
observed fluxes, and the observed frequency spectra can easily be reproduced (of course, we 
have a number of free parameters in the models which can be varied). In fact, the predicted 
flux can be much larger than observed when 8 = 2 (fluxes of around 100 mJy from UV Ceti, 
from an active region of dimension 1010 cm in size), due to the fact that the source becomes 
optically thick far from the surface in this case, producing both a large source and a large true 
brightness temperature. In general, the numerical calculations also show that the analytic for
mulae arc accurate to within a factor of belter than two, which wc regard as surprisingly good.

However one result of these calculations is that for many plausible sets of parameters, 
particularly when the magnetic field strength is large, the optically thick layus are likely to be 
in regions where the harmonic numbers are 5 - 1 0 .  The Dulk and Marsh formulae on which 
Figures 1 and 2 are based arc not valid in that frequency range. Tins affects many of the 
points, both optically thick and thin, at 5 and 15 GHz for 8 ^ 3.

Thus relatively small active regions can provide the observed quiescent fluxes from M 
dwarf stars, and by varying the dependence of density and magnetic field with height above the 
active region wc can also explain variable ratios of the 20 cm to 6 cm flux. 6
6. From whence the electrons?

In many ways, quiescent M dwarf radio emission has more in common with solar radio 
flares than with solar quiescent emission: both seem to be due to non-thcrmal electrons radiat
ing gyrosynchrotron emission in loops above active regions. However, in the solar case the 
duration of non-thcimal radio emission after one injection of electrons is usually less than 30 
minutes. In our interpretation of the EQ Peg event above, wc suggested that a single episode of 
electron injection occurred at the lime of the X-ray flare, and lliis episode would then have pro
duced stellar quiescent emission lasting for many hours.

However, we have argued elsewhere based on the analogy with the Earth’s radiation belts 
(Kundu ct al., 1987) that one cannot cfyect electrons to remain in a stellar loop for longer than 
an hour before they precipitate into flic denser lower regions of a stellar corona, and this is
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consistent with ihc shorter duration of solar non-thermal events. Thus long-lasting stellar events 
imply instead continual replenishment of the electrons. If indeed there are many active regions 
crowding the surface whose magnetic loops jostle one another in the corona, then continual 
reconnection events in the spirit of Parker’s (c.g., 1988) ideas can easily be envisaged as pro
viding a steady supply of non-thermal electrons. The 20 cm observations of EQ Peg during the 
event discussed above support this, in that they show flaring activity continuing throughout the 
whole day (although no flaring was evident at 6 cm).

Another seldom-discussed question is how the radio-emitting particles coexist with the 
X-ray-emilling corona. The X-ray-emitting material is at relatively high density, and if the 
non-thermal radio particles were to come into contact with it they would rapidly lose their 
energy. This suggests that the non-thennal radio-emitting particles arc on different loop sys
tems, and that their generation mechanism is also different from that which produces the X-ray 
corona. We are lead to a picture in which flaring occurs essentially independently at different 
levels of the corona, in agreement with observations that there is little correlation between 
radio, X-ray or optical flares.

IJV Cel has been observed more frequently than EQ Peg, and has shown a three-fold 
variability in its 6 cm quiescent flux, but no outbursts such as the twenty-fold increase by EQ 
Peg A. How do we reconcile this? Since it is possible to explain EQ Peg’s emission with a 
single active region, it simply implies lliat UV Cel’s active regions arc more uniform in their 
presence on the visible disc, and more regular in their radio behaviour. Equivalently, we sug
gest that UV Cel’s emission is due to a number of active regions, whereas the large outburst 
on EQ Peg was due to a single active region.

A prediction following from this is that at optically thin frequencies UV Cct’s quiescent 
emission is less likely to show polarization than an outburst event such as EQ Peg A’s, since 
the former may come from summing over several regions whereas the latter comes from a sin
gle active region and any geometric asymmetry in the source structure may well show up as 
polarization, particularly at optically thin frequencies.
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Table 1
Optically thick spectral indices fo^a range o f electron energy 

distributions, magnetic field variation and density variation.
V 5 = 2 8 = 3 5 = 4 8 = 5

n =  2,  m  =  0 -0 .4 2 0 .0 4 0 .2 6 0 .3 9

n =  2 , m  =  2 0 .7 0 0 .7 7 0 .8 1 0 .8 3
n =  3 , m  =  0 0 .4 1 0.68 0 .8 2 0 .9 0

n =  3 . m  =  3 1 .1 8 1.21 1 .2 3 1 .2 4
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